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176 Book Reviews

Rabil, Albert Jr, ed, trans. Knowledge, Goodnen, and Power: The Debate O'Uer Nobility
among Quattrocento Italian Humani.sts. Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies,
Bi nghamton, .Y. 1991. 410 pp. 530.00.

Knowledge, Goodness, and Power presents, in English translation, the text of
th irteen treatises on the nature of nobil ity, written by nine humanists of quat tro·
cento Italy. T he issue of true nobility was basic to mucl1 of humanist discour e
because it related to how they perceived good and evil, truth and error, wisdom and
ig norance, as well as valor, wealth, birth, and activity. The Renaissance placed a
high premium on the h ierarchy of values and thus on the defi nition and ranking
of qualities such as nobility. T he texts presented here initiated discussion that con·
tinucd to have an impact on European though t for centu ries.
W hile all of the treatises focus on the nature of nobilicy, they reveal a great
diversicy of opinions. The pivotal treatise is Poggio Bracciolini's dialogue On Nobility
because it underlines the ambivalence both of Poggio's personality and of humanist thought. Couched in a discussion be tween Lorenzo de' Medici, who sees the
importance of wealth as crucial for true nobility, and I iccolo iccoli, who argues
against it, the dialogue opened a Pandora's box of options that elici ted a Aurry
of controversy, as in the discou rse On True Nobility against Poggio the Florentine
by Leonardo of Chios and in Lauro Qyirini's On Nobility agaimt Poggio the
Florentine. Although Poggio affirms, through Lorenzo, that nobility comes from
achieving honor and glory through great deeds, he has iccolo make a stronger
case for virtue bei ng the basis of true nobility. The issue that seemed to arouse both
Leonardo and Qyirini most was Poggio's implicit exalting of Floren tine nobil ity
above all others.
The lengthiest discussion is C ristoforo Land ini's On True Nobility, wh ich
develops the view - more unequivocally than did Poggio - that nobilicy come
from virtue, especially vi rtue of mind and soul, that is, from the card inal virh1es of
wisdom, justice, temperance, and courage. Baptista Platina concurs in his dialogue
On True Nobility, adding the virtue of poverty. Tristano Ca racciolo's Defame of
Neapolitan Nobility expands a more traditional view of nobility deriving from good
birth, superiority of mind and body, and fame and property attai ned through the
application of industry and courage in performing services to great princes and pon·
tiffs. He particularly defended the highborn eapolitan nobles against charges of
indolence and incompetence made by Poggio, and by the Venetian ambassador.
Albert Rabil is to be commended for producing this excellent collection of
humanist writings. They wiU be u eful resources for students and established sch olars alike. The book is made even more valuable by its general introduction, wh ich
places the selections in the contc.xt of the classical tradition from which they emerged,
and by introductions of each author and text. Jn addition , Rabil provides at the end
of the collection a marvelous th irty-four-page glossary of cla sical wri ters and persons mentio ned in the texts, a useful bibliography, and a carefully made index.
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